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Introduction
It has taken nearly eight years for the member countries in ISAF, and International Aid donors, to realize just how critical
Afghanistan’s agricultural sector is to many of its people. Food security and distribution is also a major problem and both are
sources of vulnerability for the Afghanistan given its 30 year history of violence and given the scale of Taliban and insurgent
operations. Moreover, both agriculture and food distribution are caught up in the problems raised by Afghan dependence on
opium cultivation, extortion and corruption in aid and transport operations at every level, and manipulation by national and
local power brokers.
The Scale of Food, Poverty and Agricultural Needs
While there are no reliable statistics virtually any aspect of Afghan agriculture, there does seem to be broad consensus about
the scale of the problem. A past DoD report on Afghanistan provided the unintentionally humorous statistic that some 60% of
Afghans have enough food some of the time. A form of ―
spin‖ that ignored the obvious corollary that 40% of Afghans do not
have enough food all of the time, and there was no way to know what part of the 60% had enough food often enough to matter.
The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights was a great deal more frank – and useful – in its effort to address
these issues in an April 2010 report based on a 14-province survey:
Poverty actually kills more Afghans than those who die as a direct result of the armed conflict either accidental, nor inevitable; it is both a cause
and a consequence of a massive human rights deficit. The deficit includes widespread impunity and inadequate investment in, and attention to,
human rights. Patronage, corruption, impunity and over-emphasis on short-term goals rather than targeted long-term development are exacerbating
a situation of dire poverty that is the condition of an overwhelming majority of Afghans.
...According to the report published by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), some 9 million Afghans – 36 per cent
of the population – are believed to live in absolute poverty and a further 37 per cent live only slightly above the poverty line, despite an estimated
injection of some $35 billion during the period 2002-2009. Afghanistan has the second highest maternal mortality rate in the world and the third
highest rate of child mortality. Only 23 per cent of the population have access to safe drinking water, and only 24 per cent of Afghans above the
age of 15 can read and write, with much lower literacy rates among women and nomadic populations.

Sources: http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?Cr=afghan&Cr1=&NewsID=34239.
See Human Rights Dimension of Poverty in Afghanistan, UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Kabul, March 2010.
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The Causes A Population-Centric Strategy Must Now Address
The UN OHCHR report, quite correctly, directly links these conclusions to both the steadily growing levels of conflict in
Afghanistan and to virtually all of the other problems in implementing the new population-centric strategy. It outlines the
following key determinants of poverty:
•a weak assets base
•ineffective institutions: including the disabling economic environment; weak regional governance, service delivery and
corruption; weak social protection programming; social inequalities
•vulnerability to: conflict, natural disasters; decreasing rule of law; increasing basic costs; increasing population; food
insecurity; winterization
•diverse livelihoods
OHCHR also provides the following assessment of poverty in Afghanistan – the causes, the problems it creates, and the
effectiveness of international aid in alleviating poverty:
Abuse of power is a key driver of poverty in Afghanistan. Vested interests frequently shape the public agenda, whether in relation to the law,
policy, or the allocation of resources. This report argues that the Government is often unable to deliver basic services, such as security, food,
or shelter. Widespread corruption further limits access to services for a large proportion of the population. In addition, many Afghans perceive
international actors as primarily interested in short-term objectives rather than challenging entrenched and abusive power structures. Afghans
are acutely conscious that opportunities have been squandered with immediate, as well as long-term, ramifications. This has reinforced a
strong sense of disillusionment and growing skepticism about the future of the democratization process among a wide swathe of Afghan
society.
In addition, cultural norms exacerbate discriminatory practices particularly in relation to women. Few Afghans, and especially the poor,
participate in, or influence, decisions that have major consequences for their security and well-being. Numerous decisions are made in fora
and policy circles beyond Afghanistan and are often geared to meet short-term objectives that have little to do with the safety and best
interests of impoverished Afghans. Reconstruction and stabilization efforts do not necessarily seek to respond to the development needs that
have been identified by concerned communities. Political and military, and at times personal, agendas override the public interest.
The intensification and spread of the armed conflict in recent years has increased insecurity and exacerbated poverty. Insecurity dominates
policy discussions and funding decisions, neglecting the importance of social and economic security that is central to establishing stability and
a just and lasting peace. The disproportionate allocation of funds to insecure areas at the expense of relatively stable areas has added to the
disillusionment of a growing number of Afghans in the Government and its international partners.
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Many of the respondents interviewed during the field research believed that only 15–20 per cent of the food aid reached the poorest people. For
example, only 40 sacks of wheat were distributed to some 600 families through food aid programme in Badgah village in the Western Ghor
Province, while in Kasi village in the same province, only 10 sacks were provided to some 300 families. These communities felt that this amount
was woefully insufficient given their level of poverty. Apart from the general disillusionment, the communities believed, rightly or wrongly, that
the food aid had been either embezzled or diverted elsewhere. Such beliefs were heard again and again throughout the field survey. In Tirinkot,
Uruzgan Province, some policemen took a large share of the food aid by force: ―w
hen the authorities distributing the aid refused to give a share to
policemen, the police fired in the air to hold control of the situation‖, said a local interviewed by field researchers. In Charsada district of Ghor
Province, many Government officials were found to be involved in stealing food aid in 2009; despite repeated complaints from the population, no
action was ever taken.
...The patronage system goes down to district administrator or even lower level appointments in certain districts. When decision-makers face
resistance or opposition, including from the constituencies they are supposed to serve, the patronage system ensures that favored power-holders are
simply re-shuffled to another location or official position. The current political system removes, or at best obscures, the few currently existing
accountability mechanisms...This leaves Afghans subject to the fickle and shifting allegiances of patronage politics.

... The most discussed aspect of the abuse of power in Afghanistan is corruption and the diversion of resources, including those allocated by the
international community. In 2005 Afghanistan ranked 117 out of 159 countries on Transparency International’s Corruption Index. Four years later,
Afghanistan was assessed as the second most corrupt country in the world, just ahead of strife-torn Somalia...In 2010, the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime (UNODC) reported that Afghans paid USD 2.5 billion in bribes over the past year...One Afghan out of two had to pay at least
one bribe to a public official. This amounted to an average of USD 158 paid per capita, in a country that has an annual GDP per capita of USD 425,
thus ―acrippling tax on people who are already among the world’s poorest.
... Armed conflict has impacted the lives of almost all Afghans, namely 96 per cent of the population...This is a staggering statistic that includes
deaths, injuries, disability, and destruction of homes, assets, and livelihoods that are essential for survival. The ICRC study also shows that 76 per
cent of Afghans were driven from their homes and 6 per cent became separated from their own families during the long years of war.
... Decades of warfare have also had repercussions on traditional, community-level, dispute resolution mechanisms that have significant financial
and other implications for the rural poor. Frequently, personal enmities and local disputes, particularly in the context of access to, or use of, natural
resources such as land, water, forests or pastures, lead to outcomes that are disadvantageous to the least powerful. A recent example from Khost
Province, that is not unusual elsewhere in the country, resulted in dozens of deaths...In this instance, the Jirga decided to ban the rival parties
altogether from accessing the contested resources. To maintain a ceasefire, the Jirga also closed schools, clinics and certain transportation routes,
thus not only denying the local population’s access to services, but also adding an additional economic burden as trade was impeded.
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Afghans have repeatedly, identified ―pov
erty and unemployment as the driving forces behind insecurity‖, and called for these issues to be
addressed as a priority...According to a recent Oxfam study, ―s
eventy per cent of Afghans surveyed see poverty and unemployment as the
major cause of the conflict in their country.‖...Some people participate in insurgent activities to acquire an income. Joining anti-government
elements or undertaking other illegal activities, such as drug production and trafficking, is often more lucrative, and with immediate returns,
than struggling with farming or working in the informal sector for low wages. For example, some Kuchi youth in the south- eastern province of
Khost, reported to field researchers that planting road mines or IEDs, brings in between Pak Rs.1000 and 5000 (about USD16 to 80)...while a
fortunate daily labourer earns a maximum of USD4 a day. Revenge and rivalry are amongst other factors explaining the interest of some who
participate directly in the armed conflict.
...The Government’s inability to protect communities from lawlessness puts Afghans at the mercy of power-holders. A pertinent example
includes a commander in Faryab Province who forced economic migrants working in Iran to pay a share of their earnings as a tax for his own
benefit —called Iranpoli literally translated as ―I
ran money.‖ His control would even reach personal matters: no wedding ceremony could take
place unless each party paid him around USD100 and he would even have a say in the choice of the spouses. The Government was unable to
intervene as the area was insecure and under the control of the local commander’s armed men...Only a joint commission composed of local
influential leaders (comprising former commanders, religious and other community leaders), that supported provincial authorities, was
eventually able to disarm his group. Similar examples can be found throughout Afghanistan and highlight the numerous difficulties faced by
the poor.

The Need to End the Stovepipes in Addressing These Issues
The practical dilemma in implementing the new strategy is that food and agriculture problems cannot be separated from
problems caused by conflict, corruption, and narcotics trafficking. Moreover, winning the war requires efforts that can have a
sustained effect on a scale large enough to win the support of both farmers and the general population—much of which now
is either ―
urbanized‖ (settled in populated areas without direct ties to agriculture), or settled in areas where they may provide
some seasonal farm labor but are not landowners or employed as farmers long enough to live without serious malnutrition.
The UN report notes that, ―
the rural population, which accounts for 74 per cent of Afghans, faces particular challenges. It is
estimated that the proportion of poor households among those that own land is 26 per cent, while amongst those that rent,
sharecrop or have a mortgage on their land, the proportion is 42 per cent.‖
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The Uncertain Value of Current Agricultural Aid Efforts
Classic agricultural aid may or may not solve any of these problems at the scale required for a successful population-centric
strategy. Many Afghan ―
farmers‖ do not have enough land on a per capita basis to feed their families – much less earn a
living. Aid that benefits individual farmers may or may not have enough scale of effect to really improve this situation. It
may have little or no impact on poverty relief and food security in Afghanistan, as GIRoA corruption and insurgent extortion
can affect every aspect of both agriculture and food distribution.
Where agricultural aid programs do reach part of the population, they may not have the desired result. Aid may benefit some
farmers at the expense of most of the local population, much of the money may be lost to power brokers or insurgent
extortion, and pressure from narcotics traffickers and insurgents may limit or cripple the impact of such programs.
No aid organization – including UNAMA and USAID – has provided any meaningful data on any aspect of the effectiveness
of its efforts. There are sometimes project or activity counts, but they are never related to the requirement nationally or in a
given area, or to any meaningful measurement of actual output. More than eight years into a war and aid effort, official
reporting consists of spin or overly-broad data that are worthless in addressing either Afghan needs or the impact of aid
efforts on the conflict.
Equal Problems in the Food Aid Effort
The data from the World Food Program are only marginally better. Taken at face value, the WFP reports that it distributes
food to some 9 million Afghans. This means the program directly affects roughly a third of all Afghans, and indirectly affects
all Afghans since it reduces the pressure of poverty on the entire economy. Taken at face value, this means that the WFP runs
the most important single aid effort – or aid and GIRoA effort—reaching the Afghan population.
This also means that the adequacy of this program is even more critical in the near term than improving agriculture, and
should be a key aspect of planning the hold and build aspects of the new strategy. The problem is that WFP reporting -- like
most aid reporting -- does not address corruption, extortion, distribution problems, or any other measure of the effect of its
efforts other than a gross number of the Afghans who are supposed to benefit from its programs.

Current unclassified US and ISAF reporting largely ignores the full implications of the WFP effort, and the interactions
between agriculture and food supply. They spend far more time looking at the impact of opium and narcotics trafficking.
Hold and build are described in the same ―
input‖ terms as aid reporting – with the same tendency to spin the story by
ignoring any measure of effectiveness and impact each program has on addressing the needs of the population. The WFP
effort – which the US contributes to – is virtually ignored.
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Limits in the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights Report
Indeed, the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights report referred to earlier also presents serious problems in
the quality of its reporting and analysis. It flags key issues, but then largely ignores the realities of the war, the scale of
insurgent influence and control, and the practical problems in implementing aid and addressing poverty in a war zone.
It does not address either the impact of the WFP program or any aspect of the agricultural program. It does not address the
major structural problems in improving Afghan agriculture raised by water, weather, terrain, distribution, etc. flagged by the
UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). It also uses population data based on an unclear source, and does not address
either the growing urbanization of the Afghan population or the impact of Afghan demographics.
There are limits to how many of these problems must be solved in order to win the war. Afghan expectations are low. Roads,
water, education, electricity, basic security, checks on small-scale corruption and elementary forms of prompt justice
consistently emerge as the most immediate concerns in both polls and studies of local perceptions. It is also true that none of
the numbers quoted by aid organizations are reliable – nor are any other data on the Afghan population and economy.
Nevertheless, unclassified reporting implies that there is a massive gap in the focus of the new strategy when it comes to
agriculture and food security – one that is not coherently addressed, or really addressed at all, in any current policy statement
or report by ISAF, the US government, or the UN.
The Critical Impact of Afghan Demographics
Afghan demographics are not a peripheral problem – despite the fact than no unclassified US report, or UN report, makes any
meaningful effort to address them. War, crisis and civil conflict are only part of the problem that a population centric strategy
must now address.
While population estimates differ, the UN Census Bureau estimates that Afghanistan’s population has doubled since the
Soviet invasion in 1979 – an estimate that tracks UN, Afghan, and CIA data. The Afghan population has almost quadrupled
since 1950, and will increase by at least another 20% during the course of this decade. Moreover, the Afghan population is
extremely young, with some 45% of people under 15 years of age, and at least 85% born since the Soviet invasion. Coupled
with population displacement and refugee issues, these are realities that make references to a traditional Afghan society
suspect at best.
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Demographic forces are a key factor behind Afghan ―
urbanization,‖ poverty, and food needs. Failure to address them in aid
reporting makes it difficult to understand the different dynamics that affect the agriculture sector and poverty on a larger
scale in Afghanistan. Aid plans that ignore population trends, and demographic shifts, are dangerous, particularly when aid
organizations equate the effects population distribution on agriculture with the effects of changes in geography, climate, and
hydrology. These factors cannot be lumped together – they must be examined separately in order to get an accurate picture
of the situation on the ground.
The Need to Address These Issues in a Shape, Clear, Hold, and Build Strategy
The data behind these realities are reflected in briefing on the problems in Afghan poverty, food supply, and agriculture that
follows. For all the reasons outlined earlier, it raises major issues about the quality of planning for both current aid programs
and a population strategy that urgently need to be addressed.
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Agriculture and Human Needs

Population Density of Afghanistan

Source: globalsecurity.org

Afghan Agriculture
• Climate: Arid to semiarid; cold winters and hot summers
•Terrain: Mostly rugged mountains; plains in north and southwest
• Arable Land: 12.13%
• Permanent Crops: 0.21%
• Other: 87.7% (2005)
• Irrigated land: 27,200 square kilometers out of 652,230. (2003)
• Total renewable water resources: 65 cubic kilometers (1997)
• Freshwater withdrawal (domestic/industrial/agricultural):
•total: 23.26 cu km/yr (2%/0%/98%)
•per capita: 779 cu m/yr (2000)
• Food production: Opium, hashish, wheat, rice, barley, pulses,
oilseeds, fruits, nuts, vegetables, sheep. (leather)
• Annual harvest: 4.8 million metric tones of cereals (estimated)
• Agricultural production (47.2% of GDP, WFP): 47.2 (31% CIA)
• 78.6% of active labor force is involved in agriculture, but
unemployment is at least 35%
• 36% of population is below poverty line
• Annual per capita income is $800. (219th in the world)
WFP, ―
Afghanistan,‖ http://www.wfp.org/countries/afghanistan and CIA, World Factbook, 2010, ―
Afghanistan‖
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United Nations Development Assistance
(UNDAF) Development Report

UNDAF Report on National Development Strategy 2010-2013, p. 17
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Dependence on World Food Programme:
2010
•In 2009, WFP fed a total of approximately 9 million vulnerable Afghans.
(30%+)

•This included the provision of 51,370 metric tons of food assistance to nearly 1.4 million
Afghans, including 325,400 people affected by localized emergencies such as the spring
floods.
• In close cooperation with UNHCR, it also assisted 118,800 internally displaced persons
and 43,600 returnees.
• Although the winter has been mild, humanitarian agencies had developed winterpreparedness plans as part of each regional humanitarian contingency plan. The World
Food Programme (WFP) pre-positioned to remote areas some 28,760 metric tons of food to
support 803,715 beneficiaries. This was complemented by non-food items distributed by
UNHCR to more than 200,000 vulnerable displaced persons.
•The new, more focused Humanitarian Action Plan for 2010 was launched in January.
Although the Plan has yet to receive funding this year, it was well noted at the London
Conference, and efforts are ongoing to engage a wide spectrum of donors active in
Afghanistan.
UN Secretary General’s Report to the Grneral Assembly, March 10, 2010
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World Food Programme Estimate of Afghan Needs
•7.4 million people – nearly a third of the population – are unable to get enough food to live
active, healthy lives. Another 8.5 million people, or 37 percent, are on the borderline of food
insecurity.
•Around 400,000 people each year are seriously affected by natural disasters, such as
droughts, floods, earthquakes or extreme weather conditions.
•While life expectancy has increased slightly to 44.5 years for men and 44 for women, many
of the country’s health indicators are alarming. Along with a high infant mortality rate,
Afghanistan suffers from one of the highest levels of maternal mortality in the world (1,600
deaths per 100,000 live births).
•More than half of children under the age of five are malnourished, and micronutrient
deficiencies (particularly iodine and iron) are widespread. (39&% are underweight.)
•In 2008, Afghanistan was hit by both drought and globally high food prices, which saw the
price of wheat and wheat products increase dramatically across the country. Despite prices
beginning to fall in 2009, they remain higher than normal.
•Insecurity is a major and growing concern. Insurgent activity and military operations have
affected food security in some regions, undermined reconstruction efforts and restricted
humanitarian interventions.
•Environmental degradation a severe problem. War, uncontrolled grazing, pastureland
encroachment, illegal logging and the loss of forest and grass cover have worsened
drought conditions and reduced agricultural productivity.
WFP, ―
Afghanistan,‖ http://www.wfp.org/countries/afghanistan
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Conditions of Life
Poverty and Unemployment

Poverty Levels and Unemployment, September 2008

Communications
Wireless phone subscriber and landlines, September 2008

Energy

Installed Electrical Generation Capacity, September 2008

“Progress toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan” Report to Congress in accordance with the
2008 National Defense Authorization Act, January 2009, (Section 1230, Public Law 110-181) p. 64, 65, 66, 70, 71
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Conditions of Life (continued)
Transportation
Kilometers of road and percentage of the Ring Road complete, September 2008

Health
Access to the Basic Package of Health Services, Trained Healthcare personnel,
and Clinics constructed or rehabilitated, September 2008

Education
Students enrolled in School, Percentage Female Students,
and School Constructed or Rebuilt, September 2008

“Progress toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan” Report to Congress in accordance with the
2008 National Defense Authorization Act, January 2009, (Section 1230, Public Law 110-181) p. 68
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Afghanistan Gross Domestic Product (Licit)
2002-2008 (Source: World Bank)

“Progress toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan” Report to Congress in accordance with the
2008 National Defense Authorization Act, January 2009, (Section 1230, Public Law 110-181) p. 91
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Corruption is a Critical Issue
Internally, ...corruption is a
very prominent threat to
hopes for progress. Nearly all
Afghans – 95 percent – now
say official corruption is a
problem in their area, up 23
points since 2007. Seventy-six
percent say it’s a big problem;
both are new highs.
Outside their immediate area,
90 percent see official
corruption as a problem at the
provincial level, and 83
percent call it a problem in the
national government in Kabul
– both vast numbers – with
nearly two-thirds saying it’s a
big problem at both these
levels of government.

Source: Gary Langer, “Views Improve Sharply in Afghanistan, Though Criticisms of the U.S. Stay High,‖ ABC Polling Unit, reporting on ABC NEWS/BBC/ARD POLL: AFGHANISTAN – WHERE THINGS
STAND, Jan. 11, 2010
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But, Governance is Less of a Problem in Afghan Eyes
Given the continued challenges, a fundamental
question is what’s behind the improvements in
Afghans’ attitudes about their country’s direction
and leadership. The answer appears to be a variety
of elements rather than one silver bullet.
As noted, relief in the election’s end is a strong
factor; the promise of stability can be appealing,
fears of civil unrest after the disputed election were
not realized and Karzai’s endorsement by several
of his leading opponents may have carried weight.
Karzai may also be experiencing a typical winner’s
rally, often seen in U.S. elections; indeed, beyond
presidential approval, Americans’ views of the
United States’ direction improved after Obama’s
election – in still-challenging times – just as
they’ve now soared in Afghanistan. A question is
to what extent support may fade (as has Obama’s),
especially if Karzai’s campaign promises are
unmet.
ELECTION – On the Afghan election itself, this
poll finds majority suspicion of fraud in voting and
vote counting alike – 56 and 60 percent,
respectively, think these occurred. But far fewer
(three in 10) see it as widespread fraud; 82 percent
express confidence that ―
a system of freely voting
for leaders‖ will work in Afghanistan; and 75
percent say they’re satisfied with the election’.
Positive views of the election are a clear factor in
Afghans’ brighter hopes for the future; among
those who say they’re satisfied with the outcome,
78 percent say the country’s headed in the right
direction; among those who are dissatisfied this
dives to 45 percent.

Positive views of the country’s direction likewise are dramatically higher among
people who are confident democracy can work in Afghanistan, as well as among those
who rate Karzai’s performance positively. Those who suspect widespread fraud, on the
other hand, are considerably less sanguine about the country’s direction overall.
Karzai, for his part, is not immune from the country’s geographical divisions. His
performance rating drops to 40 percent in Helmand vs. 72 percent in the rest of the
country. And underscoring the impact of development, his rating is 18 points higher in
areas where people give a positive rating to the availability of jobs and economic
opportunity.
Another result on elections may not be one that Western governments would prefer:
Forty-three percent of Afghans say their preferred form of government is an Islamic
state, rather than a democracy (32 percent) or strongman rule (23 percent). Support for
an Islamic state spikes to 56 percent in the East, bordering Pakistan’s tribal areas. But
elsewhere such views have changed; in Iraq, support for democracy ultimately soared
after a series of successful elections.

Source: Gary Langer, “Views Improve Sharply in Afghanistan, Though Criticisms of the U.S. Stay High,‖ ABC Polling Unit, reporting on ABC NEWS/BBC/ARD POLL: AFGHANISTAN – WHERE THINGS
STAND, Jan. 11, 2010
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Views of Economy & Development Offer Hope for
“Build”
Economic and development advances are additional factors.
After long delay, there are positive reports of development
in this impoverished country. Fifty-five percent of Afghans
now say they have electricity, up 15 points since 2007.
From its low in 2007, there’s been a 24-point gain in the
number who rate their electrical supply positively – albeit
just to 38 percent, indicating the continued need to develop
power supply and delivery.
Fifty-six percent report new or rebuilt roads in their area in
the past five years, up 21 points from 2007; the number who
rate their local infrastructure positively has more than
doubled since first measured in 2005. While access to
medical care remains a problem, half report new or rebuilt
health clinics, up 13 points from 2007. And, in a largely
rural nation with heavy reliance on subsistence farming,
positive ratings of support for agriculture – availability of
seed, fertilizer and equipment – is up by 9 points in the past
year, albeit just to 45 percent.
On the economy, while affordability of food and fuel remain
significant problems, 45 percent of Afghans rate the
national economy positively, up 12 points from a year ago.
Fewer, 39 percent, rate their own financial situation
positively, but that too is up, by 7 points. The availability of
jobs and economic opportunities is still a challenge, rated
positively by just four in 10, but that’s up by 11 points in the
past year.
Part of the improvement in economic attitudes may reflect
aspirations; the Karzai government has announced a plan to
raise teachers’ salaries, encouraging some speculation that
other public sector raises – army, police – may follow.
Again, if they don’t, positive views could be at risk

In one sign of consumer advances – small in the grand scheme, but potentially powerful in
its personal impact – the number of Afghans who report having a cell phone in their
household has essentially doubled since 2005, from 31 percent then to 60 percent now
There’s also a continued sense that, whatever the problems, living conditions are better
now than they were under the Taliban – 70 percent say so. Two-thirds also say the rights
of women have improved; six in 10 report greater freedom to express political views. But
fewer than half report better economic opportunities or security from crime and violence
than in the Taliban days, underscoring these continued challenges.

Source: Gary Langer, “Views Improve Sharply in Afghanistan, Though Criticisms of the U.S. Stay High,‖ ABC Polling Unit, reporting on ABC NEWS/BBC/ARD POLL: AFGHANISTAN – WHERE THINGS
STAND, Jan. 11, 2010
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The Impact of War

The War Escalates: 2004-2009
Attacks Against Afghanistan Infrastructure and Government Organizations
Bombs (IED and Mines), Exploded
Bombs (IED and Mines), Found and Cleared
Ambush, grenade, RPG, and Other Small Arms Attacks
Mortar, Rocket, and Surface to Air Attacks

•
•

Presidential and Provincial
Council Elections
20 AUG 09

Karzai
Inauguration
19 NOV 09

Threat Assessment
Attack trends are expected to continue with levels of security incidents projected to be higher in 2010
Spike in attacks during Provincial elections not expected to be as high as National elections

POTUS
Speech
01 DEC 09

Ramadan

18 OCT – 14 NOV 04
5 OCT – 4 NOV 05
24 SEP – 23 OCT 06
13 SEP – 13 OCT 07
1 SEP – 28 SEP 08
22 AUG– 20 SEP 09

Presidential
Elections
OCT 04

Transfer of
Authority to ISAF
31 JUL 06

Parliamentary Elections
18 SEP 05

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security
Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, based on Afghanistan JOIIS NATO SIGACTS data as of 15 December 2009 reporting.
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Rising Intensity of the Fighting: 2005-2009
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Where the Fighting Is: 2009
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Insurgent Influence & Capability by District: 2009
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Area under Poppy Cultivation (ha)
and Potential Production of Opium (mt)
2001-2008

“Progress toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan” Report to Congress in accordance with the 2008
National Defense Authorization Act, January 2009, (Section 1230, Public Law 110-181) p. 97
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Going South & Aiding the Taliban: Opium Poppy Cultivation Trends in
Afghanistan 2002-2009 (at province level)

Source: Afghanistan opium surveys, 2002-2009 UNODC
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Taliban Dominates: Opium Poppy cultivation in
Afghanistan, 2009 (at province level)

Source: Afghanistan opium surveys, 2009 UNODC
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The Afghan Insurgency at End-2009

PAK STATS (Open Source—as of 15 DEC):
Suicide Attacks: 66 (793 KIA / 2086 WIA)
Other IED Attacks: 83 (760 KIA / 875 WIA)
39 attacks since 17 OCT (~ 30 days)
•
•
•
•

We face a TB dominated insurgency -- Two groups emerging; Afghanistan and Pakistan Taliban
Overarching strategy and plans remain unclear, but strategic goals are clear and coming into alignment
Operational level coordination occurs across the country; most frequent observed at the tactical level
AQ provides facilitation , training and some funding while relying on insurgent safe havens in Pakistan

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security
Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009
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Unique National Conditions

Afghan
Agricultural
Topography

QuickTime™ and a
decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

WFP, ―
Afghanistan,‖ http://www.wfp.org/countries/afghanistan and CIA, World Factbook, 2010, ―
Afghanistan‖
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Afghan Population

QuickTime™ and a
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are needed to see this picture.

FAO, http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/Maps/AFG/12/al/index.html
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Afghan Major Farming Systems

QuickTime™ and a
decompres s or
are needed to see this picture.

FAO, http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/Maps/AFG/12/al/index.html
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Afghan Permanent Crops and Arable Land

FAO, http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/Maps/AFG/12/al/index.html
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Afghan Precipitation

FAO, http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/Maps/AFG/12/al/index.html
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Afghan Hydrology

QuickTime™ and a
decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

FAO, http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/Maps/AFG/12/al/index.html
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Afghan Environmental Constraints

QuickTime™ and a
decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

QuickTime™ and a
decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

FAO, http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/Maps/AFG/12/al/index.html
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